
Spanish at Woodcroft
The Expanding Worlds Curriculum

Rationale (National Curriculum Purpose of Study)

At Woodcroft, we learn Spanish and follow the Languages programme of study outlined in the National
Curriculum. The aim of our curriculum is to ensure all pupils:

● understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources
● speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they

want to say, including through discussion and asking questions, and continually improving the
accuracy of their pronunciation and intonation

● can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical
structures that they have learnt

● discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied.

Click here to access the statutory programmes of study and attainment targets for languages at key stages
2 and 3: National curriculum in England: languages programmes of study - GOV.UK

Curriculum resources
At Woodcroft we utilise a range of different teaching materials to support our Spanish curriculum. Our main
resource is ‘Language Angels’. This is a complete suite of teaching resources provided for every lesson in
the primary phase.

Curriculum unit organisation
We have mapped out our topics in line with the National Curriculum, the sequence of units is listed in the
Woodcroft Scope.

We teach 6 discrete 45 minute lessons per half term.

Progression of skills
Skills have been mapped across each year group.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-languages-progammes-of-study
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1xvU5wP2HG8xLxNuPOpQ83iPMY0mSEy_URO7ucnaLNLU/edit


The progression of skills can also be developed according to pupil proficiency levels, and linked to the
increased cognitive challenge of each milestone. Starting with ‘Early Language’ in Milestone 1 (BASIC),
Intermediate Language in Milestone 2 (ADVANCING) and Progressive Language in Milestone 3 (DEEP)

Note: All pupils will start at Early Language to begin with. Proficiency will develop over the years.
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What do Spanish lessons at Woodcroft look like?

The structure of lessons will vary based on the topic, year group and the individual needs of the children in
the class.  However, a typical lesson will include:

1. Key vocabulary (songs) - repetition throughout the week
2. Reference to prior knowledge - 5 mins
3. Input of new information - 25 mins
4. Guided practise and independent practice (activities) - 15 mins

Key documents and references

● National Curriculum: National curriculum in England: languages programmes of study - GOV.UK
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-languages-progammes-of-study

